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INTRODUCTION Several techniques provide high
throughput biological data. The growing pace of data
gathering demands the applicaon of mathemacal
tools to obtain a systems framework of biological
processes. One indispensable requisite is the accuracy of measurements.
Here we describe two quantave approaches for
array-based binding assays relaying in the use of analyte concentraon series and miniaturizaon of the
arrayed probes. The accuracy of measurements
achieved in a case study are 90 and 75% of correlaon with independent “golden standards”.
PEPTIDE ARRAYS The basic point of this technology is the simultaneous display of a systemac collecon of pepdes on a planar support, on which nu-
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merous bimolecular interacon assays can be carried out
under homogeneous condions. The combinaon of SPOT
pepde synthesis (le panel, 1 to 4) with appropriate [1] immobilizaon techniques on glass supports (le panel, 5 and 6)
is wide spread. The SPOT technology provides low-scale but
high-throughput synthesis, while immobilizaon of presynthesized pepdes oﬀers the beneﬁt of a "chemical" puriﬁcaon step and ﬂexible array design. Addionally, the glass
support is compable with ﬂuorescence detecon and oﬀers
the possibility to miniaturize binding assays. Beyond economy,
the later point is essenal for quantave measurements at
the steady-state of binding acvity, as has been described by
Ekins [2] and can be proven by the mass-acon law.
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Captured analyte AP is detected by discrete ﬂuorescence
emission from the features of the pepde array. Thus, ﬂuorescence signal intensity SI is assumed to be directly proporonal
to the eﬀecve concentraon of AP, cAP. Clearing for cAP in the
resulng formalism (right panel, top) leads to the required expressions for the dependency of cAP, and therefore of SI, from
two experimentally adjustable variables: the aﬃnity of interacons in terms of KD or the total analyte concentraon cA [3].
ANALYTICAL APPROACH experimental values of KD are adjusted to several independently measured pepde speciﬁc afﬁnies to the analyte. Specially, when the eﬀecve probe concentraon cannot be reliably controlled, it is important to
adjust a wide range of probe-speciﬁc analyte aﬃnies, e.g.
from high pM to low mM aﬃnies. This approach is shown
here (boom panel, A and C) to represent datasets of pepde
array-derived SI generated with:
• a diluon series of analyte and

It can be applied to analyze device producon, measurement
quality, and to determine the concentraon of the analyte A in
a sample soluon for diagnosis.
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FUNCTIONAL APPROACH The experimental values of cA are
adjusted by preparing a series of determined analytes concentraons. This approach is shown here (middle panel, B and D) to
represent datasets of pepde array-based measurements generated by:
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Funconal Approach

It can be applied to stascally esmate the value of the involved aﬃnies in terms of KD. A condion for accurate esmaons is the applicaon of analyte concentraons lower than the
strongest aﬃnity and higher than the weakest aﬃnity (cA and
KD in M units).
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• a determined concentraon series of total analyte
• a collecon of pepde probes of undetermined aﬃnity for
the analyte.
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r²= 0.7550, Slope= 0.9770 ± 0.1016
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r²= 0.9015, Slope= 1.496 ± 0.2856
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THE MODEL The binding reacon between analyte sample
(e.g. anbody in a buﬀered saline or serum) and arrayed
probes (e.g. pepde epitopes) is analyzed by a model which
simpliﬁes the binding interacon as a three-component biochemical system: the components A, P and AP refer to a diﬀusible analyte in a sample soluon, capture molecules, and captured analyte, respecvely. Capture molecules P, in fact immobilized pepde probes, are idealized as free-diﬀusible components. The basic hypothesis is that all measured bimolecular
interacons are carried out to chemical equilibrium.

• independently measured pepde aﬃnies for the analyte
(preliminary SPR or ITC experiments).

ε = 3 .8 3 *1 0 -0 9 ± 1 .0 7*1 0 -0 9 M

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE Such aﬃnity proﬁles may provide
greater reliability as reacvity proﬁles [4] for mulvariate stascs used to predict resistance or suscepbility to pathological states [5]. Addionally, they have been used to weight SH2domain interacon networks for relevant targets [6].
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